
Discover more information on
Maintenance Agreements
and other Onsite Services.

In today's industry, where
efficiency and reliability are cruical,

a proactive approach to maintenance
is essential.

Our Maintenance Agreement
is designed to provide you with

peace of mind by offering a
comprehensive and structured framework

for the regular upkeep, optimization,
and know-how of your equipment.



Replace your existing system with Genius VectorView
(Litehouse upgrade head swap for existing Applied Vision Genius customers),
or start with an installation on your resort lines to see
how much better the inspection tolerance is to identify defects,
relative to your existing inspection system.

VectorView is a Space Saver: compact footprint, lightweight, easy and quick to install
Easily integrated into Posi-lift style discharge conveyors
Eliminates the investment in multiple lengthy conveyors to flip the ends to inspect both
product and public sides, reduces jams with less transfer points, and reduces resort needs.
Utilizes a colored light spectrum in a proprietary sequence to detect greater breadth of defects
Inspects any color ends, rivets and tabs to find your defects; Black on black, silver on silver, etc.
Easier, quicker and cheaper installation, requiring only about 20% of the time of
a traditional end inspection system

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

Converted End Inspection System
Genius® VectorView™

Dimensions: 11” H x 7” W x 5” D
Weight 6.4 lbs
Power: 110 or 220 VAC (Genius power supply)

Preventative 
maintenance can 

significantly reduce 
the risk of major 
system failures, 

leading to cost savings 
associated with emer-

gency service and               
replacements.

Predicable costs 
under a maintenance 

agreement also aid in 
plant budget         

planning.

Cost
Savings

K e y  A d v a n t a g e s

Maintenance 
agreements         

include updates       
to software.

This ensures that 
your machine system 

stays current with the 
latest software 

advancements, 
improving overall 

performance. 

Up-to-Date
Software

Having          
reserved service 

capacity guarantees 
that the necessary 

resources are       
available for your 

visits.

This consistency 
contributes to a more 

reliable and predi-
ctable maintenance 

support system.

Reserved
Capacity

Proactive 
maintenance helps 

identify and address 
potential issues 

before they escalate 
into critical failures. 

This minimizes 
unplanned downtime, 
allowing for uninter-
rupted production.

Reduced
Downtime

Regular   
maintenance 

ensures that machine 
vision systems     

operate at their       
optimal performance 

levels.

This leads to      
enhanced accuracy, 

reliability, and           
efficiency in the 

inspection of the 
product.

Optimized
Performance 
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EXPERIENCE THE POWER 
OF TRUSTPARENCY® 

By enrolling in a maintenance agreement, you can      
guarantee the consistent optimization of your system.  
Our dedicated team ensures peak equipment performance 
by offering inspection audits, system training, and               
recommendations for suitable upgrades and spare parts. 


